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	The existing literature currently available to students and researchers is very general, covering only the formal techniques of static analysis.


	This book presents real examples of the formal techniques called "abstract interpretation" currently being used in various industrial fields: railway, aeronautics, space, automotive, etc.


	The purpose of this book is to present students and researchers, in a single book, with the wealth of experience of people who are intrinsically involved in the realization and evaluation of software-based safety critical systems. As the authors are people currently working within the industry, the usual problems of confidentiality, which can occur with other books, is not an issue and so makes it possible to supply new useful information (photos, architectural plans, real examples).
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Quantum Approach to InformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An essential overview of quantum information
Information, whether inscribed as a mark on a stone tablet or encoded as a magnetic domain on a hard drive, must be stored in a physical object and thus made subject to the laws of physics. Traditionally, information processing such as computation occurred in a framework governed by laws of classical...
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Beginning Silverlight 2: From Novice to Professional (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
With the need for a richer user experience ever more in focus when creating web applications, Microsoft has released Silverlight, the new crossÐ²Ð‚“browser, crossÐ²Ð‚“platform plugÐ²Ð‚“in that allows developers to create rich interactive applications for the Web.

Silverlight poses exciting new opportunities...
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Introduction to Information Systems: Supporting and Transforming BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Rainer, Cegielski Introduction to Information Systems will answer this question for you. In every chapter,
	you will see how real global businesses use technology and information systems to increase their
	profitability, gain market share, improve their customer service, and manage their daily operations.
	In other words, information...
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Migrating Unmanaged Applications to .NETSkillSoft Press, 2004
Learn about different types of migration and how to migrate Visual Basic 6.0, Visual C++, ASP, and ADO based applications to the .NET Framework.

The aim of the Migration Series from Skillsoft Press is to provide system administrators with a hands-on guide for migrating from one enterprise computing technology to...
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Interior Lighting, Fourth EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	The inspired illumination of any given space can amplify its aesthetic impact and take it from the pedestrian to the sublime. And, for years, this excellent reference has guided architects and designers in the achievement of lighting artistry. Enhanced with more than one hundred new illustrations, Interior Lighting for Designers, 4th...
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Pro MySQL (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005

	Data, in all varieties, continues to be the cornerstone from which modern organizations

	and businesses derive their information capital. Whether putting items in an online shopping

	cart for checkout or tracking terabytes of purchase history to find shopping trends, having a

	database to store and retrieve data has...
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